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Thor Young
History Prior to Trading: 

• IT Industry
• Worked on options Trading Platform Server’s

Trading History: 
• 5 Years Trading
• 3 Years Consistently Profitable
• Full time Day Trader (Primary Source of Income

Trading Edges:
• Reading Market Movement & Order Flow
• VPA & Pivots
• Where, When, and How Trading Methodology

Hobbies:
• NFL Jaguars
• Taking Kids to the Beach
• Touring the NYSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
History Prior to Trading: Over a decade in the IT Industry. Specializing in migrating older server systems to newer systems focusing on small to medium business. Worked for an options trading platform as a server technician and customer support specialist.Trading History: 5 Years Trading and consistently profitable for over 3. I am a full time Day Trader and use it as my primary source of income. I specialize in growing small accounts and developing new and advanced traders.Trading Edges:Very strong at reading market movement and order flow. Focusing heavily on VPA and Pivots. I employ a Where, When, and How trading methodology.Hobbies:I am a season pass holder for the worst team in the NFL the Jaguars. But I absolutely love taking my gorgeous wife to games and enjoying some good sport. I have two beautiful children and enjoy taking them to the beach as often as possible. I most recently spent some time in New York as a guest of The Einstein of Wallstreet touring the NYSE and learning as much as I could about his job in one day LOL. I look forward to adding some of that experience to this webinar. You all being the first I’ll really get to talk about this with experience.
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Introduction of Concept
Over Promise and Under Deliver

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A lot of programs you find out there teach you that if you learn a specific “Special” pattern that you will be able to consistently create profits. Unfortunately, it’s not that easy. But you know it’s not that easy right? If it was, everyone would be able to do this after a 30m online course. Here, we preach the long road and shortcuts aren’t going to get you there. In order to be a good day trader, you need to be able to master momentum. You need to be able to learn how to identify which stocks have the highest probability of giving you the large percentage moves your looking for to make a solid profit.If you’re only trading with patterns, then you are looking at the “Micro” without considering the “Macro.” Because of this, you are going to constantly get stopped out on trades. Confused, you will wonder why the pattern you are trading isn’t working. It’s not working because factors outside of your patterns are affecting the stock price's ability to reach your target. The Market Maker has a Job and understanding their job is a vital part of being successful at your job.In this series we will help peel back the curtain exposing the big players. Utilizing tools like VPOC, Volume, and Candle Formations. We can isolate the orders of the Market Makers as they move positions for their large clients. As they do, we can use their large liquidity to our advantage and dramatically increase our probability of success. 
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Introduction of Concept

DOW LIVERMORE WYCKOFF MORGAN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the early 1900s; Giants like Charles Dow, Jesse Livermore, Humphrey Neil, JP Morgan, and Richard Wyckoff forged the strategies we still use today. Fast forward to Richard Ney in 1970’s, Anna Coulling in the 2010’s, and many others today. What do all of these great traders and authors have in common? They all used Volume and Price to anticipate where the market was headed. Before, they had the ticker tape. Today we have a computer screen. Even though our technology has advanced the principals that drive the market actually have not. It’s driven by Demand and Demand is Volume. Today with a modern trading system, having so much information at our fingertips. We often over complicate the most basic of principals. Is the stock I’m trading worth trading? Or am I just feeding the market makers.This series is going to cover all of the major aspects of VPA you need to understand in order to start adding it into your trading. The goal? To help you eliminate emotional trading by being able to read the price action, so you feel confident about your entry and the ability to hold it.In this edition we are going to be covering Volume and Price Analysis.
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The Current Market

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My Time on the NYSE FloorIn recent past, I have had the good fortune of being invited to spend a day on the NYSE floor with Peter Tuchman. Peter has been in the business a long time and has a very unique passion for sharing his perspective. It’s funny enough that him and I shared the same  idea about participation. The more the merrier. He wants to share his knowledge because if we know how it works then we will follow the rules and stay out of his way. Understanding how the system works and trying to join in that system will ultimately create a much easier trading experience for everyone.I was recently asked about what is my big take away from going to the NYSE. My answer was as follows. My biggest take away was that there really is a full system in place. Often, we think that demand is the only thing that drives the market. And that is true to a degree. But there is a very controlled system in place to make sure everyone “in the know” has a chance to make some money as it happens. There is always negotiations going on and they happen face to face right on this floor. There’s no way to know what they’ve agreed to do until it happens. That’s why you must pay attention to volume. It’s the only way you can see when someone makes a decision. 
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The Current Market

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who are Market Makers and Insiders:Market Making is an incredibly unique roll in our market and one we would not do well without. These people spend their day moving around more shares than we will likely move in the majority of our careers. They are responsible for creating a market that we can trade. Offering us often instant fills for virtually any stock we want to trade. As long as there is liquidity available at the price. But more then that these folks move the price in order to help facilitate trade. Knowing where all the big players are willing to do transactions, they will use powerful computer algos to move the price to those values all while making money performing transactions along the way.  They get to see the big picture. The only people who know as much are the insiders. But only a Market Maker can do something about it. They make incredible negotiations between massive clients in minutes steering the market along the way.An insider is basically someone at the high bank or financial level that is aware of the deals that are being done and are “in the know”. But there isn’t much they can do with that information other than tell the Market Maker where they would like to buy or sell. It’s up to the Market Maker to make it happen. And if they do they will get paid a lot of money. .004 per share on what is often 100K’s of shares. The more money they make for their client. The more likely they will get repeat business. Remember there are many Market Makers on the floor. Almost 1366 seats to be exact, and they all want to win.
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The Current Market

INVESTOR

OR 

SPECULATOR?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speculators verses Investors:It is increasingly important to understand your role in the current Market. Your role in the market will define almost every aspect of your trading style. The most basic of those distinctions. But perhaps the most vital is, “Are you an investor? Or are you a speculator?”I for instance am a speculator. As a Day trader we are all speculators. Now that we can all agree on that then I recommend getting rid of any concepts you get from an investing book. As a Day Trader we are constrained by a very critical element. TIME! We have only a few hours to realize our gains before getting out of our positions. This is why traditional strategies that use fundamentals tend to under perform. We don’t need fundamentals we need movement. We need to know where the auction is hot so that we can play it. Remember the more participation the better. Isolate a few stocks that have obvious participation and then watch for the order flow. The Market Maker will ultimately move the price to where the “Investors” want it. But we don’t get a say in that. We are only speculating on where we think it will go. As such we have no power over value, and we shouldn’t even try. Doesn’t mean we can’t make a lot of money if we pay attention.
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The Current Market 1. Floor Overview (Seats, Banks)
2. Client Bank/BrokerMarket Maker 100
3. Market Maker 100 Other Market Makers
4. Other Market Makers Banks/Brokers
5. Other Market MakersMarket Maker 100
6. Market Maker 100 inputs all agreements into Tablet
7. Market Maker runs algo that begins process of moving the

market to fill orders. The Market is now made.

How a Market Maker Makes Markets 
is an incredible process. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How a Market Maker Makes Markets is an incredible process. One that I think until you see it in action, you’ll just never truly get it. Below I have a picture of me at the exchange with a beautiful overview of the floor. I figured no better way to illustrate then on the floor itself to hopefully give you a taste of that same “First-hand” experience I was so privileged to obtain. 
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So, Why Volume?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Great EqualizerWhen we talk about volume what we are really referencing to is the demand. Demand directly influences every aspect of a stocks price action. A stock with Demand will be easier to trade and much more likely to hit targets. When I speak of Demand I do not differentiate between buyers and sellers. Demand is demand whether it's good or not. Just like the traders of the old days what we are doing is following the volume to see when stocks have a change in demand. We use gappers lists to find a stock with a quick price movement and add high volume to the criteria so we can find stocks with a better catalyst. Volume works on "EVERY" time frame. With volume and price combined you'll be able to anticipate when a stock is starting to change directions. You can see where the ranges are and anticipate the movements between those price ranges.There are many places in the market large players can hide. They can sell in small lots or pass their orders through different routes. They can buy or sell over minutes, hours, days, and even weeks. They have a detailed view of the big picture giving them the ability to move markets. The only thing they can’t do… is hide their volume. At some point we can see where they are performing transactions. Therefore, we can anticipate where their next move will be and even when it will happen. It doesn’t really matter what they do or when. Just when they start we will be there ready to ride their momentum. And we will enjoy that momentum until it is gone and then we will disappear and move on.Think of it in this quick analogy. You may not know that I’m a country boy raised on farm lands. One of my favorite things to do was go to the auction house and watch the farmers bid on items. Anything from tractors to cows was being auctioned off there. The place was so big you never really knew where the action was. So what did we do to figure it out. Easy my Dad would put me on his shoulders and I would look for the biggest crowd of people I could find. That’s where the good stuff was being sold because everyone was there.Volume does that for you. A stock with a catalyst and high volume will attract a lot of attention. And that’s where we want to be. Where the good stuff is being sold.
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Warehousing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A Wearhouse full of StockA Market Maker has one goal and that is to make money. But to understand how they think let’s use a simpler concept and see if we can bridge the concept. In this analogy I want you to think of the Market Makers kind of like the Amazon of stock trading. They profit by selling you someone else’s product. But since it’s so much easier and faster to for the transaction to occur you’re willing to pay a premium for the service. Like amazon they profit between the spread. They buy the product from the supplier for less and then sell it to you for more. The only thing they offer is being the middleman. But it’s one of the most critical roles in the market and one we can’t live without.Now like a warehouse they have a job and that’s to provide product. But if they don’t have enough product then their warehouse is empty and unfortunately that just won’t do. This is where we tie back into my point before about a stock with a strong catalyst that drops all day. This isn’t a fluke, it’s a campaign. As the makers start the fill their warehouse, they will use their spread position to force the price down. The more shares they accumulate the more bid they will place in action below the price. This causes the market to look weak and shaking out more sellers (Suppliers). This allows the process to continue on indefinitely until the market makers have filled their warehouse.With their warehouse now full they have everything they need to support the price movement up to new highs. They will initiate a large buying campaign signaling to the insiders that they are ready to proceed. As the price rises and falls, they will play both sides of the spread profiting from every single transaction until they have once again emptied the warehouse. Once empty it’s time to start filling the shelves again. This is how the market moves. And there’s nothing you can do about it.This entire process is controlled by Algo’s in today’s market based on price targets the Market Maker has entered.
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Warehousing

More effort = More volume

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Things in motion like to stay in MotionBefore we move on to some of the more technical parts of VPA I want to introduce a couple more concepts.From time to time, I’ve had conversations with traders who tell me that they feel like the price of stocks fall easier than they go up. Although I can see why one would think that it is conceptually inaccurate and I’ll explain why. Like physics there are a couple concepts in trading that are inherently similar. The first is a theory of relativity. In VPA we believe that for every action there should be an equal and opposite reaction. When that is not true it creates anomalies in the price action. Something we will cover in extreme depth. Another concept is similar to that of inertia. Once the price has picked a direction it will take time for the price to slow and eventually change directions.Putting these concepts together it doesn’t make sense to assume the price drops easier than it rises. There is no gravity in the market but there is momentum. And without it the price will not move. We expect low volume when the stock price stays the same and we expect high volume as the stock price rises or falls. Anything other than that is an anomaly. An anomaly is where we really find the most information.So back to the cruise ship. Like a large ship the price will continue in the direction its going. If the price is to reverse like a ship that will require a great deal of effort. The quicker the ship turns the more effort that will require. More effort = More volumeImagine the cruise ship suddenly has something in its path and it needs to turn quickly. The helmsman will need to throw the rudder and thrust hard to a side to start the extreme turn. When this happens the entire ship jerks, everyone on the ship notices, and some panic while others prepare. When we are trading we can see the moment as the ship changes course. We can see the rudder jerk, and we can see the speed slow, rest, and start to increase again as course resumes. No matter what direction the ship is going the engine has to be running. The faster the speed the more power required. The only time that changes is when the ship isn’t moving.With those concepts in mind let’s moving on to identifying the different types of volume.
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How the Market Maker get’s Paid

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A market maker is not concerned with the price of the stock. Think of them like your broker. When you short and cover you get to keep the difference. Your broker doesn’t really care that the price is lower or higher because they were intending to hold those shares indefinitely. Rather they actually get to make a little money off the commission charges you will incure while doing the transaction. Which is more money then they would’ve made otherwise.The Market maker in similar fashion isn’t trying to make money by holding shares and selling them higher. The market maker makes money on the commissions and fees that will be generated by the 1000s if not 1000000s of transactions they can perform on a stock that's in play. To the right is an image of a revolving door. This is a good visual for how this profiting works. The Market Maker is buying and selling shares on demand. Always revolving through. When you sell shares, they will come in on the bid. At the same time someone else will be buying shares and as they do it will be on the ask. The Market Maker will make money both ways on this transaction. They are selling shares they bought lower and will sell your shares when they move higher. They will always win in this arrangement because they are never at risk. They have unlimited capital and can bag hold as much or as little as they want. They can naked short to help them balance inventory, and they can hold the price to allow them to adjust their balance.Where they will make money is in that spread. Constantly selling and buying. You pay them to take your shares and then you pay them to give you shares back. The advantage will always be there’s.Now that we’ve talked about that I want to adjust our perception of this. Market markers are not competition they are a utility. Think of them more of as your power company. You’re never mad at your power company because they provide you a utility you need power. Market Makers utility is providing us with order flow. Understanding their function is key to reading “When” it’s time to take a trade on the tape.Again, the market maker gets paid per transaction so their goal is to do as many as they can. This incentivizes them to follow the large participants to value.
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Reading Volume Basic Volume Reading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To begin let’s look at the chart to our left. The basics in volume are not very complicated. We have low, average, and high volume. Each as you’d imagine show varying degrees of interest in the stock. This is the first place where VPA really starts to show its obvious impact.It may seem a little obvious but for some reason we ignore it all the time. Like we were just talking about earlier. Moving the price takes effort and effort equals volume. When a stock is trending this will stay fairly consistent, and the volume profile will behave as expected. Any variation in the profile can clue you into to moves that are being made around you.In the following section we are going to cover the various types of volume. The main break down is the obvious 3. However, volume without price is as useful as price without volume. You are just missing a big part of the picture. Add that context and it begins to paint a very different picture.
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Reading Volume Advancing Volume

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we see an example of Advancing volume. Often called Igniting volume. When the stock consolidates the volume lowers and as the stock makes new highs the volume comes in with it. The shows that bulls are very confident and really hitting the ask. As they keep buying prior bulls are taking profit. This give the MM the perfect conditions to advance the price. Since the order flow is good and buying and selling is advancing all the MM needs to do is raise the price. No need to even pull back at this point. We will continue to advance until a demand imbalance shows on the tape and in the VPA.
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Reading Volume Stopping Volume - AKA Fireworks, 
Tails, Tweezers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we see an example of Stopping volume. As the price moves down into a high value area bears start to cover and bulls start to take long positions in response to the covering. This is classic VPA here. As you attempt to move lower through a level the stock price buys right back up. If the conditions are right the shorts may start to cover out causing a squeeze.Your eye here will be on the tape looking for a responsive position. A new major candle high pair with high volume on the tape is all you will need to take a position here.
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Reading Volume Stopping Volume – Climatic Volume

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this diagram we show a stock that has been trending up for a quite a while. So far we have little concern as the volume profile has been behaving nicely. We are getting a little extended near a key level. With the stock being a little over bought it may be time for the price to fall back down.As the stock approaches the key level you will see the stock price race for that level on very high volume. Most often for a large order on the L2. The price will often slam into the level. Like the cruise ship I spoke of there has been a big change and everyone will feel it. The makers are making a last effort to finish their campaign and get as many speculators as possible to take the shares of their clients before the demand drops.
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Reading Volume Struggling Volume

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we see an example of Struggling Volume. There are to major ways to see a reversal coming. One is to see a large volume spike in volume. This shows a larger imbalance has just been created which will cause the MM to stall and accumulate. However sometimes we don’t hit a huge order we just lose momentum and interest. When this happens, the MM will need to lower the price to try and entice bears to come in and push the price back down to an area where bulls are more interested.This is signaled by a rising price on lowering volume. Back to the VPA here. We know if the price is advancing, we need building volume with it. Yet here we don’t have that. We have an advance with no volume. Keep an eye on the tape here. If you see lots of sell orders coming in at this level with a heavy L2 starting to form you may catch a move back to value or a large level like PDC.
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Reading Volume Volume Anomaly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In VPA as I’ve mentioned we believe in many principals that are similar to physics. Most specifically relativity and momentum (Inertia). However, this is not physics. The laws can be broken and when they are we are given massive clues into the moves that are about to happen. Although VPA is useful in many areas, gaining the ability to recognize these “Anomalies”. Will be a vital addition to your skill set. Before any major move happens and anomaly will present itself. Continuations reversals its all the same. So what exactly is an anomaly? To make it simple it’s a candle that forms under volume that isn’t consistent with the rules of momentum and relativity.For instance in the diagram to the left we have the same item as the previous slide. At the top of the trend we have a shooting star. When using VPA we are more concerned with the body of the candle than the wick when it comes to buying and selling. The wick does way in on some other factors but in this instance what is important is where the candle closes. We have a candle only very high volume that managed to only move a couple cents. For all that effort the stock price not only didn’t go up it actually lost ground. If this stock was going to continue up this candle would engulf and breakout through the selling level. The fact that it has failed to do that speaks volumes. The stock is experiencing a lot of selling pressure and is likely to fall in price soon.The same can be said of wide range candles on low volume. I have a slide on that coming up shortly.Remember the slides before there is really only 1 volume type that supports and advance but multiples that support reversals. In all of the instances an anomaly will present before the price reverses. If we have Movement without effort, or effort without movement. We can easily spot that the price is being moved in an unusual way. This is the key to figuring out what the market maker is currently trying to do during this campaign. If we hit a high level of selling on a narrow price then this could likely be the best price the market maker is going to give us all day.
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Reading Volume Volume Tells the Story

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can see the hammers charted in the diagram. Each Hammer is exactly the same and provides little information other than the price sold off and was bought back up to close near the opening price.However, once you add in the volume the hammer candle becomes one of the most telling candles in VPA. With low volume a hammer shows weakness or price testing. With average volume a hammer shows continuation in the current trend. On High Volume a hammer can show a lot of strength and even signal a complete reversal in a stock’s direction. Without volume we are missing so much of the picture. Imagine you are in a trade and see a hammer near the top of a range. Because the price went down and came back up you assume the price action strong. However, what you didn’t notice was the volume had completely died. At the top of a trend this means the buyers are exhausted and are no longer stepping up. Shortly after, the price will likely begin to fall back to a price where buyers are more interested. You would’ve been trapped long at the top of a range hoping for a breakout. You just bought the makers shares for the most expensive price possible before the price dropped back to the lows of the day. This is where we give up so much of our money. We think a stock is strong. As a result, we buy in anticipation of a breakout only to get trapped buying a stock that is over sold. Soon we will stop out and sell the stock right back to the makers. Of course, at a hearty discount to them.If we had watched the volume. We would have seen the declining interested. And instead leveraged a short position for the return trip down.
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Reading Volume The Long Legged Doji

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To our next chart. Again, we see how VPA can take what is an otherwise ordinary looking candle and turn it into something much, much more.Like the hammer candle the long legged doji is very common but depending on the volume associated with it you can expect the following price action to very dramatically.On low volume the doji simply shows the stock is resting and consolidating. The price is not moving much at all. Which is what we would expect on low volume.On average volume the doji reads as indecision. Because there is still a good amount of volume coming in we can really assume the price is consolidating and it’s certainly not resting. Transactions are occurring but the price isn’t going anywhere. This should draw you’re attention to your position. Most often this happens with the overall market is declining on an otherwise strong stock. Because the market is going the other direction speculators have temporarily lost interest. If the price can hold and the market starts to gain again you could see a break back up. Or if the market loses more ground sellers could start to really over power the price.The last candle is extremely important and we will be using it quite a bit. An extremely high volume candle that results in narrow range bar is a massive anomaly. For all that effort the price didn’t go anywhere at all. As most often referred to as a ”Spinning Top” because it’s often at the top of a trend. It shows the massive amount of selling occurring. This candle is one of the most consistent reversal indicators available and is apart of our ”Big 3” items we need for a climatic reversal. We will cover that soon enough.As you can see VPA adds a 3rd dimension to chart. A new depth into the price action.
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Reading Volume The Narrow Spread Candle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The narrow spread candle is another commonly misinterpreted candle. Most see it the was as shown to the far left. On low volume the narrow spread candle regardless of the bodies color shows validation in your current trend. All trends need to ebb and flow and as long as the pull back is on below average volume you should feel comfortable holding your position. Remember a big ship takes time to turn but first you need start the turn and that takes a lot of effort. So seeing the stock retrace without a lot of pressure is a good thing and poses no immediate issue. Your position is good and you can continue to hold. Also if you are looking for an ABCD patter this is a great candle to watch. If your engulfing candle ends and you start your pull back and it occurs on below average volume with narrow spread candles then you can feel pretty confident that ABCD will be ultimately effective. Baring any sudden market changes.For most that is the end of the story. But with VPA it’s just the beginning. If it takes a lot of effort to move the price then what happens when a lot off effort occurs but the price doesn’t move very much? You’ve likely already identified this as another anomaly. Seeing this amount of volume coming in and having the price stall without wicking means there is a wall in front of the price. Even the wick can’t through. At this point we can make the assumption that a possible reversal in price is setting up. Like the cruise ship starting to turn this is a significant amount of effort being put in. And since we aren’t proceeding forward the only assumption that can be made is we are starting to turn. Keep your eye out after seeing this anomaly. You are likely to see a hard reversal and soon.
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Reading Volume The Hanging Man Candle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many thoughts about why it’s called the hanging man. Perhaps its simple like the game hangman. Or is it named because of the candles intent to trap as many traders as possible. Giving the false hope of a continued move up.The candle occurs at the top of a bullish trend. The stock will most often achieve a key level or break out only to fail slightly and close below the level. In the next candle the price will drop rapidly on high volume and the get bought up to close in a narrow bar. Combine the two candles “Red Square” and you have a spinning top on high volume. If the price is being tested for another move up. I would expect that to happen on low volume like discussed with hammers. Now at the bottom of a trend this anomaly could signal a lot of strength. But at the top this hammer is an anomaly and it’s very likely we are about to see the price changing direction.
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Volume by Price Linear Volume

High Volume at 
PML showing 
significance.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of us are familiar with volume by time. This subject is covered quite a it in many into trading courses. Although it’s rarely covered correctly it at least gives you the basic concepts. Volume by Time naturally gives you the amount of transactions that occur in any given timeframe. For instance if you are looking at a 15M chart then each candle is representative of a 15 min time interval and displays the associated volume below.Volume by Price handles volume in a very different way. As the price moves up and down it is recorded as what we call a “tick”. On your platform you will see this represented by an up or down arrow on your market viewer. As the stock ticks up and down each tick is registered and plotted. As the price moves up and down there will eventually be certain price levels that have been ticked through more than others. Those ticks will start to show a patter of where the highest volume of trading is at a specific price. This is in incredibly helpful tool as it aids you in finding the makers, insiders, and large account players. They all like to try and hide their volume by trading in small quantities. This keeps them off our usual radar on purpose. They don’t want us to know what they are doing until they are ready. As the volume starts to present we can dial in on where key levels are going to be. Look for areas where high volume by time intersect with high volumes by price and you will find some of the strongest levels.Let’s go ahead and elaborate a little bit more and talk about VPOC.
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Volume by Price Vwhat?!

High Volume 
highlighted by 
VPOC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we talked about before Volume by price looks at the up tick and down tick and plots that according to price.VPOC – or volume price of controlIs a handy tool that allows us to drill down to the specific price that is seeing the most transactions. The most ticks. VPOC will highlight the price with the single highest number of ticks.Using VPOC we can isolate exactly where the most buying is occurring. This can also be very helpful in identifying  if your price is accumulating verses distributing.Let’s take a moment and I’ll show you how to configure it.
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Volume by Price

Select Volume By 
Price () and add to 

your Studies

Checkmark Display down 
volume if you’d like to see 

it separated into uptick 
and down tick.

Check Market Show Point of 
Control and configure as you 
would like. Hit Commit to add.
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Market Phases The Accumulation Phase

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In our warehouse analogy we are need of inventory. Now that we have moved down to the target range the Makers will start to accumulate a position. Simply put they are going to start buying shares. Not a lot at first. They don’t want to give away their position just yet. If the move up starts without them they will lose a fortune in potential profits. Rather they will gather the shares and fill their warehouse a little at a time until they have enough shares to start the next phase of their campaign. We will talk about how to identify ranges later but for now understand this process will move up and down between support and resistance areas. As the price drops higher volume buying will appear which will move the price up. However, you’ll notice once the price moves away the buying volume drops away. If you’re watching the L2 you will likely see their orders drop completely off the book. They will only by at the bottom of this range. As their position grows so will their ability to control the stocks movement. Imagine playing a card game with 52 cards and one player has 40 of the cards and the other 12 are held by 12 players each with 1 card. The imbalance is staggering. And maybe now you see what we are up against. So, the idea is not to fight the makers rather pay attention and watch for their signals. They will let you know when they are ready to move up. And if you are paying attention you can a ride on the wake of their large ship.Just before the move up occurs you will most often see a buying climax occur. This will happen at the bottom of the range and can often wick below the range and by up on extreme volume. This is the start of the makers move. When they are ready and there is enough shares available to fill their warehouse to the brim. Then they will execute a quick buy and scoop up all the remaining shares available. This will cause a lot of volatility as they will eat the entire bid causing a large spread and high volume.This move will shakeout a lot of traders that were buying the bottom to early. And trap a lot of short sellers who aren’t paying attention to the price action rather just trading a downward pattern. The Makers get all those shares at a discount. Just to move the price up. 
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Market Phases The Buying Climax

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Get that warehouse full! Here is a more detailed look at the buying climax.When I refer to climatic volume. I’m specifically referencing volume that is noticeably greater than the surrounding volume. Once this occurs the price will most often be moved up. These reversals often never return to the low price and offer great RVR. The key is not to get in it to early anticipating the reversal. Wait for the makers to finish and jump in when the VPA shows they are moving.The climax should be the start of the stock moving out of the range and starting the transition to the next phase.
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Market Phases The Testing Phase

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s make sure the coast is clearThis is the shortest phase. However, don’t let that diminish the significance of paying attention to the price action during this phase. The success of this test will likely determine if we return back into the range or move up. We spoke a bit already about the test candle and what that signifies. Well this is the practical application. Ideally, we will have a low volume hammer or similar candle test the top of the prior range. If successful we should see an igniting bar on higher than normal volume push the price up. This is our signal. The transition phase has begun and we can finally start trading. As long as the volume stays consistent and follows the rules we can ride this position all the way up into the distribution phase.  
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Market Phases The Distribution Phase

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Back into our warehouse analogy we have finally arrived. I will detail more later about how the range is created but basically the price will move to the top of the range and move down off of higher than average volume. This is the first signal that the winds are changing. As the next hour or so goes by the stock price will move up and down establishing a new range.At this point it is time for them to get rid of their shares. As with buying in the makers can’t just dump all their shares. That would cause a massive sell off at their volume and would likely mess with the stocks fundamentals. So as before they have to start selling off their position a bit at a time. We will talk about VPOC soon and how that tool can really help you see this process occur. With the range defined the makers will start the more vicious part of their campaign. They will use what’s left of their shares to start pushing the price up. They do this to give the impression that this was a consolidation not a distribution phase. But it’s most certainly a trap! As the price rises and looks strong you’ll notice an anomaly. Low Volume! The makers are doing their best to sell you their shares for as high of a price as possible. While well knowing they are soon about to pull the rug out from under us.Right when you think the stock is about to breakout and things look amazing a selling climax will begin. And you know you’re stuck.
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Market Phases The Selling Climax “The Big Trap”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Big TrapThe selling climax is easily defined by climatic volume. This results in a shooting star, topping tails or “Fireworks”. The look has many names but they all signal the same result. Time to go down.Notice here the anomaly that is being presented. We have 3 narrow bodied candles on massive volume. This shows and extreme amount of selling pressure. All that volume should’ve pushed the price up and resulted in a wide range bar. But we have quite the opposite.After the climax the price will move back down on ever increasing volume. You will likely see a low volume test to flush out any other buyers before moving back down. Time to start accumulating again.
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Testing the Market The Low Volume Test - Advance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the many questions I am asked is when do I know to stay in or get out. The answer is no one truly knows but there are many signals that can help you judge if your stock is still trending. One of the most reliable is the low volume test candle. In the example to the left I am depicting the end of a distribution phase. With their “warehouses” empty the next move is heading back down to fill back up. But before the move can happen the makers and insiders are going to test the market. The do this to see how much buying demand is still in the market. To much buying could cause a rally and force them into a bad position. So before moving the price down they will raise the price on low volume to see if any buyers pounce. In my price level breakout strategy most of you are familiar with I call this a “Shakeout” candle. Same candle same concept. The idea is to shakeout some liquidity and make sure the market is primed for the move down. If buyers come in then the makers will wait and allow the market to rally on low volume. 
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Testing the Market The High-Volume Test - Struggle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we have an diagram of a stock in a solid trend up. As we are moving up VPA is in harmony. Big candles have big volume small candles have average volume. No indecision is in the market at this time and the price his headed up well. Before moving the price higher the makers are going to see if they can judge the strength of any potential sellers. This time something happens that changes the things quite a bit. As the test comes out a bunch of selling starts. Could be short sellers, or possibly longs taking profit. We aren’t entirely sure what will be causing it this time, but one thing is for sure. We’ve stopped moving but the volume is still building. As the selling continues the price action starts to concern active participants. Also because of the test some traders are rushing in to get the next leg up. Shortly after the price makes a new low and long positions start to get out of positions. The price will move down flushing out more and more longs allowing the makers to accumulate into their position. This will be aided by the short sellers who came in at the break down looking for a quick scalp.Keep an eye on the stock. This high volume test doesn’t mean reversal. But it does mean the stock is over bought and needs the price to drop to entice new buyers.
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Testing the Market Support and Resistance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where the ceiling becomes the floor; by concept stocks consolidate, accumulate, or distribute in ranges. These ranges are formed the by distance in price between support and resistance areas. A good analogy I’ve been using since I started trading was to compare it to a ceiling or a floor. Support was my floor and resistance as my ceiling. As the price moves up and down through the range these areas will start to appear more and more. Good “levels” as we call it can hold for days, weeks, and even years. Being able to identify support and resistance is a vital skill.
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Testing the Market Support and Resistance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many names for the price action during accumulations, distributions, or consolidations. Some call it chop, while others call it congestion. I know at BBT we really enjoy using the word Chop so I’m going to roll with that one.A pivot is the defining point for the start of any phase. Created by a very specific pattern it shows that we are reversing. This may not be a full reversal but perhaps a pull back to the top of the range. As the stock moves up and down these pivots well help us define ranges that are being traded. Once we are able to see the ranges we can use VPA to figure out what kind of phase we are in and then make a trade plan based on that information. Let’s see what a bearish entrance to the range will look like. 
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Testing the Market Bearish Entrance example into Pivot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chop is ahead!As before the range is identified in 2 major stages both being defined by pivots.
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Testing the Market Identifying a Trend

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The trend is your friend.The popular consensus is a traditional trend needs 3 upper points and 3 lower points in order to be defined. Most text books will say it’s impossible to accuracy find a trend with anything less. I could spend a long time on trend analysis and perhaps we will save that for another class. But for the purposes of VPA I’d at least like to define it in it’s simplest form.If the volume on your stock is stable and the price action follows the trend. You can sit back and wait until an anomaly tells you it’s time to make a change. When the Market Maker turns on their Algos they will begin moving the price towards the targets. This movement requires constant loading and unloading of shares as they traverse upwards. This cause the standard Ebb and Flow we are used to seeing. As long as the volume stays consistent with an Advance then you can feel confident the algo has not yet completed its campaign.Drawing a trend line is not very difficult. After you have 3 points to use you will connect those point with a straight light. Since the idea is the market is moved up in ranges this is the perfect complement to that idea. As you are moving up on average to building volume you will experience pull back to retest previous areas. 
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Testing the Market

Opening sell off to 
previous daily 

level. Warehouse 
now full. 

Daily and 
Premarket Level 

of support

Break of Range and 
transition to the top of 

the next range.

Steady volume at 
higher than 

average.

Return to bottom of 
Range to load up a bit 

more. This also 
confirms this support 

is very strong

Igniting Bar with  
need volume easily 

moves the price into 
the next range. Heavy selling marks the end of the 

move. It wasn’t climatic so $SPY looked 
strong into the close but it was enough 

to hold things up.
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Climatic Volume 
Signals the move 

is coming to an 
end. Stock sells 
off a bit more 

before moving up.

Stock reclaims previous 
range and does a low volume 

test to flush out any other 
sellers.

Transition up to the 
next range. This is 
where you make 

money.

Price stalls in a pivot 
marking this as the 

top of the new range.

Price  Falls back to support 
level and holds defining the 

bottom of the new range. Now 
we wait for igniting or climatic 

volume.

Igniting volume from the bottom 
of the range. Also very nice how 
the 100sma gave it a little kiss 

before it moved up. On steadily 
building volume.
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Opening sell off to previous 
daily level. Warehouse now 

full. 

VPOC and 
previous buying 

level on 5M

Climatic Volume signals the 
move is over. Takes about 30m 

for the stock to finish 
bottoming

Climatic on 5M over 
1.8M shares

Took an entry after low 
volume pull back showed 

sellers were  done.

Partials

Climatic Volume on the $SPY. Most traders have trouble because 
they attempt to go long on a bottom because their stock shows a 

signal. However, the get stopped because the market isn’t ready yet. 
Don’t trade against the market unless you have an extremely strong 

catalyst.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One this slide you can see how the Market Maker response on $CCL correlates heavily with the Market Maker movements on $SPY the ETF. I took a trade on $CCL based on this VPA signal.
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As we approach VWAP 
something happens and 
we encounter a volume 
Anomaly. A much higher 
than average amount of 

shares were just 
exchanged in a narrow 

bar candle. It also 
happens to be right on 
top of the trend line.

$SQ quickly loses the micro trend after this 
and starts topping against VWAP. We did 

have a low volume squeeze back up but in 
this position that is just a bigger sign of 

weakness. $SQ soon after loses the price and 
head back down to the next range.

$SQ looking good and 
trending nicely. Giving 
us that lightning bolt 

look we like on steady 
volume.
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The Conclusion

Approaching the top of 
a bull trend. Prepare to 
empty out the 
warehouse

Buyers continue to buy 
on greed and I’ll hold no 
matter what!Buy on Greed. We are at the bottom 

of this range, so I can buy here and 
really capitalize! Even when it comes 
back down I hold without fear cause 
the support is strong.

Price eventually drops.  
Liquidating the longs.

Cycle repeats chopping up and down until enough 
shares have been sold off. Then the price will climax 
and drop rapidly. The previous rejections from 
resistance will also entice short sellers. The selling 
climax will squeeze them as well.

….sell on fear when 
price doesn’t make a 
new high happy to take 
a small loss.

Buying on FOMO get’s 
you trapped fast

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FOMO and GREEDDon’t let your emotions control your decisions.As the conclusion to his webinar begins I’d like to cover one more topic that I think is really important for all traders to understand. This isn’t necessarily about VPA but about the market makers and the market as a whole.  The market is 100% trying to manipulate you. Most new traders especially don’t realize this and spend years feeding money to the market. They do this until they finally come to this realization. The market makers have been doing this for a 100 years and they are really good at it.Their goal is to sell you their shares as high as possible and then buy them back from you at a lower price. Not for their gain but to get the best deal for their clients. They are constantly trying to trap you into positions so they can squeeze you out and take your liquidity. They have extremely advance computer systems and algos that do the majority of the heavy lifting.In the diagram I have outlined how the process looks. I watch it happen every single day. A stock pushes up but on low volume. This shows the makers aren’t participating. Yet shares are being placed above the range showing strength. Lots of people only look at the price but don’t consider the volume. And because of that they will get taken advantage of by the makers. They will go long anticipating a breakout only to have the price go against them and stop them out. After which the price will go back up and to their eventual target. This is also intentional. They want you to have fomo and get rattled. Shake you out of your shares and your money. Like playing cards with a marked deck you’re at a massive disadvantage. They will continue the process for as long as it takes to sell off enough shares to move back down to the prior range. But you’re not going to buy those shares if the stock looks weak are you? So naturally they will make the price action appear strong at the top of the range causing you to buy in at a high price for fear of missing out on the move only to get trapped and sell at the bottom for fear of losing more of your money. Then the price will go back up and once again look strong so you go long and the price dumps and you stop out. You eventually get to frustrated to trade the stock any more and come back an hour later to find the stock had dumped. You were trying to go long over and over again and the stock eventually dropped. You were never going to get this move. But they made a fortune.So how do you beat them? Easy.. You don’t! You let them do what they are going to do. You have no ability to stop them or make a dent. Rather learn to know when they are moving and take the move with them as everyone else get’s liquidated.
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Special Mentions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Anna Coulling – A Complete Guide to Volume and Price AnalysisThis book by Anna Coulling ignited my pursuit to understand VPA. This is an outstanding book written by a brilliant intellect. It really is a great read. If you enjoyed this course and want to expand even further. Please grab a copy and leave the author a positive review.Thor Young – A Complete Day Trading SystemA new book I wrote to tie together all the various components of my personal Pivot and VPA based Trading System. It uses a Where, When, and How systematic approach to interacting with the market.
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Special Mentions

Peter Tuchman – The Einstein of Wallstreet

A special thanks to Peter for giving a behind the scenes look at the NYSE and how Marking 
Making works. When someone asks me what books I’ve read on the subject matter I’m 
happy to say I’ve read very few. But I have spent time with a NYSE MM who’s been in the 
game since 1984. NYSE-MM 588

No better source then “The source” am I right? 

Thanks so much to his invaluable time.
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Thor@BearbullTraders.com

@ThorYoung on Twitter

mailto:Thor@BearbullTraders.com
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